
Flathead Quilters’ Guild’s  Winter Seminar! 

Each Saturday for three Weeks:  January 22, January 29, and February 5 

Enjoy days with our Professional Guild Members who will be offering  

instruction and guidance in each of the seminars! 

 
*****************************************************A 

Creative Day with Gwen Carreon Designs!   

Saturday, January 29, 2022, 9:30 to 4:00ish 

Instructors:  Gwen Carreon, with Sally Glutting, and Jan Shanahan 

Put your personal sewing skills to work and discover new skills/tips 
to create your own designs!   

You will do some crazy piecing, learn applique for  fused, needle-
turned edge, and other techniques that enhance the design you 
want.  Work with cotton, batiks, felt, and possibly silk pieces to de-
sign your piece as you select some embellishing threads to add 
special features. Paper templates will be provided. 

Gwen will guide the design process, and provide pages of design 
images for you to use.  Jan will provide  embellishing stitch instruc-
tions.  Sally will join us in 
the afternoon to  teach 
some beading techniques 
for your project! 

This is a perfect day to 
have a “guided” project design that is ALL YOU! 

 

***************************************************** 

Disappearing Blocks! 

January 22, 2022, 9:30 to 4:00 ish 

Instructors:  Lanette Cuffe, RoseAnn Montgomery 

The day will include instruction and demos on how  
Start with10” fabric squares and cut, fold, assemble 
and admire your work as you create beautiful and 
cleverly designed blocks to use in your quilts. 
Same instruction for 5” fabric squares to create smaller  
blocks.   
Once Lanette and RoseAnn walk you through creating  
sample blocks, you will start a project of your own before  
the end of the day!  (These can be the perfect projects to  
use those layer cake and charm packages you’ve been  
collecting—So let’s use them!) Great for all skill levels. 



(Winter Seminar (cont) 

**************************************************************************** 

Enjoy Monique’s Magic, Two Workshops in One Day! 
Saturday, February 5, 2022 

9:30 to 4:00 ish 

Instructor:  Monique Kleinhans 

 

Workshop 1: Color Your Quilt  
Add some color to your life and quilts with Inktense pencils and 
blocks. Easy to control, blend and completely permanent when fin-
ished, these pencils will become one of your favorite 'tools' in the 
box! Perfect to personalize your projects, let kids or grandkids par-
ticipate in making something special and unique, or to create a one-
of-a-kind label for your quilt that is as special as the quilt itself. If 
you're looking for a way to enhance your embroidery projects, add 
some extra fun to your quilts or you just enjoy coloring--this class is 
for you! 

In this class we will be working on a humming bird and flower de-
sign (but students can bring in their own design should they 
choose)  

There will also be a demo and lecture discussing the different meth-
ods of adding thread and/or embroidery to your colored creations.  

- 

 

Workshop 2:  Thread Painting on Lutradur 

Expand your skills of thread painting and free motion stitching while coloring a beautiful 
butterfly on Lutradur.  

 

We will cover basic thread painting techniques, 
needles, threads, machine tension settings and 
more. Thread painting on lutradur is a fun and 
easy way to play with pretty threads both in the 
top and bobbin of your machine and as Lutradur 
doesn't fray or tear, your finished butterfly can be 
added to a number of projects as a 3-D pop of 
fun! 

  

  

*************************************************************************** 

 

Reserve your place for all three dates using the Registration Form 

 that has additional details you need to know ! 



The Flathead Quilters’ Guild   

Winter 2022 Seminar for Members and Non-Members!  

Registration and Reservation Form 

***********************************************  

There are three  dates for three separate seminars that are listed in this flyer.  We encourage you to mark yourcalendar for three 

separate Saturday sessions and really plan to enjoy all three creative days! 

Below is the information you will need to register and make payment BEFORE December 31, 2021.  This will give each of the 

instructors time to create the packets you order for each workshop.  Upon registration and receipt of fees, your space will be 

reserved.  A detailed email will be sent to you with sewing supply list and optional items.  The Guild needs to make financial 

commitments for the Winter Seminar so we need you to commit and register asap.  PLEASE NOTE, THERE ARE NO REFUNDS.  IF 

YOU ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND, PLEASE FIND A REPLACEMENT. 

******************************************************************************************************** 

Name:___________________________________Email:_________________________________________ 

Phone # where you can be reached:___________________________Member_____Non-Member______ 

January 22 Workshop:  Disappearing Blocks 

Class Fee:  $30 for Non Member, $25.00 for Guild Member                                               ________________ 

Fabric Packet for sample blocks:  $10.00                                                                                 ________________ 

(Additional fabric for projects to be supplied  by participant)                                               

January 29 Workshop:  Design Day with Gwen Carreon  

Class Fee:  $30 for Non Member, $25.00 for Guild Member                                                 _______________ 

Fabric Packet, Fusible, Threads, Embellishments etc:  $20.00                                              _______________ 

(Please bring collection of fabrics to “play with”, some will be supplied) 

February 5 Workshops:  Monique’s Magic 

Class Fee:  $30 for Non Member, $25.00 for Guild Member                                                  _______________ 

Class Kit for Hummingbird Workshop:  $15.00                                                                          _______________ 

Class Kit for Blueish Butterfly Kit (including thread) :  $22.00                                                _______________ 

Class Kit for Orangish Butterfly Kit (including thread):  $22.00                                              _______________ 

Total registration  AND FEES.                                                                                                         ______________ 

SPECIAL NOTE:  Guild Members deduct $15.00  for registering for all thee days!           _______________ 

TOTAL PAYMENT ENCLOSED WITH REGISTRATION FORM COMPLETED                           $_______________ 

 

NOTE:  SEND PAYMENT TO FLATEAD QUILTERS’ GUILD, PO BOX 9845, KALISPELL, MT  59904.  MARK THE 

OUTSIDE OF THE ENVELOPE WITH THE WORDS:  WINTER SEMNAR. YOU MAY ALSO COMPLETE YOUR FORM 

AND GIVE IT WITH PAYMENT TO Nancy Richwine or JanShanahan (janshan@wildskyindustries.com). 



FQG Winter Seminar  2022—— 

Basics for any of the Saturday events include: 

Your sewing machine in good working order.  Extra bobbin.s and needles. 

Basic sewing supplies including scissors, pins, needles, ruler, seam ripper, neutral colored thread, cutting board and ruler, 

rotary cutter, etc…..  You will also need an iron, an ironing pad or small ironing surface , plus a power strip. 

Each person will have a table to use for the sewing machine and the design work.  All work spaces will be social-distanced 

for comfort. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Below is a general list of supplies for each of the seminars.  As you will see, it will probably be far more efficient to pur-

chase the supply kits offered for each seminar.  About three weeks from the seminar date, you’ll receive an email with 

more explicit information on supplies…….. 

 

For Disappearing Blocks with Lanette: 

For the sample exercise, you will need 1 –1 1/2 yards of  muslin, and 1 –1 1/2 yards of contrasting fabrics.  You will need to 

have at least 12 10” squares cut from each of the fabrics.     

For the afternoon, you will begin a project on your own, so plan to bring some fun charm packets if you want small blocks 

or maybe some cake layers if you want the larger blocks in your project.  Be sure to have contrasting fabrics so the designs 

in the blocks will show.  You might want to just choose some fabric and bring some favorites to use in the afternoon. 

Note:  the Fee for the class project will cover the yardage needed for the sample blocks and there will be 10” blocks cut and 

ready for you to start the seminar.  (It’s a VERY good price to purchase so you’re all ready for the class) 

 

For the Day of Design with Gwen: 

Purchase of the supply kit is encouraged as it is a very good way to have almost everything you will use/need that day.  You 

will be given choices of colors/tones the day of the class so you can have some flexibility in making design decisions.  The 

basic supply kit will include interfacing, fusing, etc. and  the fabrics for the pieced neutral base the design you create,  Also, 

there will be threads and embellishments supplied for you to select to go with your fabrics and design. 

If you prefer, you can bring your own supplies.  Supplies that will be  needed:  8-10  1/8 yard cuts of different beige/neutral 

colored prints.  2 1/2” width of diagonal cuts on  green or reddish fabric to create “frame” for  wreath or design you want 

to make.   1 package of soft fuse,  fat quarter of neutral fabric for your base,  several fabrics of batiks and prints to be able 

to cut and form images.  Small pieces of wool for applique.  A collection of perle cotton (#8, #5), embroidery floss, and oth-

er threads for contract and blending that will be used for  embellishments and stitching.  A variety of needles in different 

sizes, sewing thread to match the batiks and prints you’ve chosen to bring.  Also, bring a collection of small beads, buttons, 

and other embellishments you might want to include with your design.  There is an embroidery booklet that is part of the 

supply kit.  If you choose to bring your own supplies, you will need to purchase an embroidery booklet or bring an embroi-

dery book that has stitch directions included. 

 

For the Creative Day with Monique: 

Kits are required for the thread painting class and for the hummingbird class because they have patterns included with the 

supplies.  You are welcome to bring Ink tense pencils if you have them OR some will be there to use for the project.  Pack-

ages will also be available for purchase from Monique. 


